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Focused sticking of light mass particles in physisorption
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In the scattering of atoms and molecules from surfaces, focusing effects can give rise to a variety of
significant features in both the experimentally measured elastic and inelastic scattering intensities. The study of
focusing is extended to the case of sticking of atoms upon scattering into the physisorption potential well. It is
demonstrated that this focused sticking~FS! should give rise to enhancements of the sticking coefficient for
certain well-defined incident conditions.
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When a well-defined beam of atomic or molecular proje
tiles is directed towards a surface, typically a fraction of t
beam will be backscattered into outgoing continuum sta
and the remaining fraction will become trapped in the ph
isorption well of the interaction potential. The trapping in t
physisorption well may be transient, with further rapid tra
sition into a positive energy outgoing continuum state, or
projectile may make transitions leading to a state of nega
total energy and become adsorbed at the surface. The
tion of incoming particles that adsorb on a clean surface
the sticking coefficient.

In the last two decades, the role of resonance proce
leading to sticking in the physisorption well has been exa
ined in a large number of papers, both experimentally a
theoretically as has been chronicled in a recent compre
sive review, see Ref. 1. Entry into the bound states can be
an elastic channel or via a phonon-mediated~inelastic! chan-
nel. The sticking coefficient often displays a characteris
feature whenever the incident scattering parameters, e.g
energy and angles, fulfill the conditions for a selective a
sorption process, either elastic or inelastic.2–5 However, the
sticking is not a state-to-state transition, rather it must
regarded as a global property of the system because i
volves a summation over all elementary processes that
lead to eventual adsorption.

During this same period of time, a number of resonan
and focusing enhancement mechanisms have b
predicted6–9 for the case of scattering into continuum stat
and some of them have been observed experimentally in
ther the scattering of He atom beams, or in the scatterin
small mass molecular beams.10–12 The best known of the
resonance effects is selective adsorption, which gives ris
sharp features in the elastic scattering intensities,13 and when
assisted by a phonon transfer can give rise to significant
hancements of the energy-resolved inelastic scatte
intensity.10 Focusing effects, on the other hand, represen
different type of enhancement, one in which the incide
beam wave packet is sharply focused into a particular tr
sition.

Up until now, focusing processes have been extensiv
exploited in continuum state surface scattering11,12 but their
role in scattering into bound states and in sticking has
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been investigated. The purpose of this paper is to point
conditions, called focused sticking~FS!, under which focus-
ing effects can significantly enhance the sticking coeffici
of atomic and molecular projectiles.

For any atom-surface scattering event on a periodic s
face the kinematical constraints are conservation of total
ergyDE and parallel momentumDK which are expressed a

DE5ki
22kf

2 , ~1!

and

DK5kf sinu f2ki sinu i , ~2!

wherek i and k f are the incident and final wave vectors,u i
andu f are the corresponding scattering angles relative to
surface normal, and the dimensions are chosen so
\2/2m51 wherem is the projectile mass. Equation~2! is
written for the special case of scattering in the sagittal pla
~the plane defined by the incident beam and the surface
mal!, however, the extension to full three-dimensional sc
tering is straightforward.

In the case of scattering into a bound state of the ph
isorption potential labeled by the quantum numbern, the
final energy is given bykf

252uenu1(DK1N1ki sinui)
2

whereN is a surface reciprocal lattice vector anden is the
bound-state energy. Equations~1! and ~2! can then be com-
bined into the so-called resonance curve equation

DE5ki
22~ki sinu i1N1DK !21uenu. ~3!

Equation~3! represents the locus, for a given set of incide
conditions (u i andki

2), of all elastic and inelastic processe
compatible with the conservation rules in the dispers
(DE,DK) space. Thus, crossings of these curves with
dispersion curves of phonons give rise to inelastic feature
angular distributions and/or in time-of-flight inelastic inte
sity spectra. Conversely, if the energyDE and parallel mo-
mentumDK of the phonon are regarded as fixed, then
incident parameterski andu i are consequently related by Eq
~3!.

The total sticking coefficient from a given incident beam
regarded as a plane wave of wave vectork i , is the sum over
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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all possible final states that can leave a particle adsorbe
the initially zero-coverage surface:

s~k i !5 (
N,DE,DK

s~k i ;n,N,DE,DK !, ~4!

wheres(k i ;n,N,DE,DK) can be regarded as the transitio
probability or the partial sticking coefficient into each we
defined quantum state, and the sum overDE includes the
sum over all bound statesn. In a real experiment, the inci
dent beam is not a plane wave but a wave packet, and Eq~4!
must be convoluted over the distribution functionrki0

(k i) of

the incident beam, wherek i0 is the central wave vector of th
incident wave packet distribution. Thus the experimenta
measured sticking coefficientS(k i0) is given by

S~k i0!5E
Dki

dkiE
Du i

du irki0
~k i !s~k i !. ~5!

S(k i0) can also be written as a sum over the individual qu
tum transition probabilitiesS(k i0 ;n,N,DE,DK) just as for
s(k i) in Eq. ~4!.

The question of focusing becomes of importance wh
the properties of the incident beam distribution are exa
ined. Suppose that the incident beam has an angular sp
but the incident energy is well defined at each angle wit
this angular spread. In such a case the incident distribu
function can be reasonably approximated by

rki0
~k i !5d„ki2ki~u i !…g~u i !. ~6!

The result of carrying out the integral over the angular spr
of the incident beam as in Eq.~5! for each quantum stat
component is the following:

S~k i0 ;n,N,DE,DK !

5E
Dki

dkiUdu i

dki
U

u
i*
g~u i* !s~k i ;n,N,DE,DK !,

~7!

whereu i* (ki) is the value given by the resonance equat
~3! for specifiedDE andDK.

The Jacobian derivative appearing in Eq.~7! can be
readily calculated for fixedDE andDK and is

du i

dki
5

ki cos2u i2~DK1N!sinu i

ki cosu i~ki sinu i1DK1N!
. ~8!

The phenomenon of focusing occurs when this derivativ
singular, and clearly this can occur when the denomina
vanishes. In order to exhibit this singular behavior it is use
to solve Eq.~3! for u i as a function ofki

u i5arcsinSAki
22DE1uenu2DK2N

ki
D . ~9!

This angle must be real and in the range290 °,u i,90 °.
Thus the minimum value ofu i occurs for
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umin5arcsinS 2DK2N

ADE2uenu
D , ~10!

at the corresponding minimum value ofki given by

kmin5ADE2uenu. ~11!

It is readily shown that the Jacobian derivative of Eq.~8! is
singular at this minimum point due to the fact th
kmin sinumin1DK1N50. Thus the incident angle and wav
vector determined byumin and kmin are the conditions for
focusing in the sticking process.

A second condition for focusing is found in the case
which DK1N,0 at umax590 ° with the corresponding
value ofki5kmax given by

kmax5
uenu2DE2~DK1N!2

2~DK1N!
. ~12!

This is the case of a beam incident at a grazing angle to
surface and may be considered of no experimental inter
However, it should be noted that there have been recent
perimental measurements, primarily observing scattering
surface defects, which have been carried out under co
tions in which grazing angle final beams have be
observed,14,15 so such a case should not be completely d
missed out of hand. Finally, it should be noted that if t
parallel momentumuDK1Nu.ADE2uenu, i.e., if the paral-
lel wave vector is above the threshold for entering the bou
state, there are no solutions of interest of Eq.~9!.

Shown in Fig. 1 is a calculation for a typical scatterin
configuration, in this case corresponding to a phonon at
surface Brillouin zone boundary for He scattering
Cu(001)̂ 110&, in which DE517 meV, DK521.2

FIG. 1. Calculations demonstrating the focusing conditions
the case ofDE517 meV andDK521.2 Å21, N50, and e0

54.6 meV, corresponding approximately to He scattering fr
Cu(001),110. and a phonon at the Brillouin zone boundary:~a!
ki as a function ofu i from Eqs.~3! or ~9!, and ~b! dki /du i as a
function of u i , from Eq. ~8!.
4-2
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Å 21, N50, ande054.6 meV. Figure 1~a! is a plot ofki as
a function of u i from Eqs. ~3! or ~9!. Both the minimum
point at umin514.63 ° with kmin54.87 Å21 (Emin
512.4 meV) and the maximum point atumax590 ° with
kmax510.26 Å21 (Emax555.03 meV) exhibit the singula
behavior, which appears here as a vanishing slope. Fi
1~b! showsdki /du i as a function ofu i , i.e., the inverse of
the Jacobian derivative of Eq.~8!, and the singular points ar
exhibited clearly as zeros of this derivative. Thus for the
fixed values of phonon energy and momentum, a He a
beam incident with an energy of 12.4 meV at an angle
14.63 ° with respect to the normal will exhibit focusing in
the bound state. These are values readily obtainable in
atom scattering experiments. It is clear from Fig. 1~a! that
the FS condition atu i5umin is a strong focusing effect be
cause the slope of theki versusu i curve is very close to
vanishing over a large range of angles nearumin .

One can also consider the case which is just the oppo
of Eq. ~6! for which the beam is very well defined in it
angular distribution but there is a spread of incident wa
vectors. In this case the incident distribution function has
following approximate form

rki0
~k i !5d„u i2u i~ki !…f ~ki !. ~13!

The partial sticking coefficient, corresponding to Eq.~6! now
becomes

S~k i0 ;n,N,DE,DK !

5E
Du i

du iUdki

du i
U

k
i*

f ~ki* !s~k i ;n,N,DE,DK !,

~14!

whereki* (u i) is the value given by the resonance equat
~3! for specifiedDE and DK. In this case the singularity
would arise from the vanishing of the numerator of the d
rivative of Eq.~8! which leads to

cos2u i5
~DK1N!sinu i

ki
5

~DK1N!2

2DE1uenu
. ~15!

Since, for a sticking event,DE must be positive and large
than uenu, Eq. ~15! would imply unphysical values ofu i and
consequently focusing does not occur in this case. Equa
~15! can be satisfied asu i→90° for largeki , but this case is
of no importance to the present sticking problem.
v.
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However, for scattering into continuum states, the co
terpart of Eq.~15! does give rise to focusing at physical
achievable incident angles. This particular case of focus
in continuum state scattering has been previously studied
it is called the inelastic critical kinematic effect.9 If DE and
DK are zero, this same focusing is manifest in the ela
scattering where it is called elastic critical kinema
scattering.7

In this paper it is shown that focusing processes, of wh
several specific cases are now well documented for c
tinuum state molecular- and atom-surface scattering, can
extended to the case of scattering into the negative en
bound states where they affect the measured value of
sticking coefficient or can enhance the intensity of scatter
into a particular bound state. The focused sticking presen
here can be directly related to similar effects that have b
observed in continuum state scattering, hence giving as
ance that it will be observed, and can cause significant
hancement of the sticking coefficient under circumstance
which a single phonon mode of energyDE and parallel mo-
mentumDK makes an important contribution to the stickin
Certain continuum-to-bound state transitions are directly
servable as resonances in the continuum scattering, suc
phonon assisted selective adsorption processes,10 and FS
may be utilized to enhance these processes. Similarly, s
FS occurs at the threshold for which a particular phonon
energyDE and parallel momentumDK causes a transition to
a well-defined negative energy sticking state, the incid
energy and angle can be ‘‘tuned’’ to focus on individu
phonons in the surface spectral density. This focusing sho
be particularly applicable to the case of localized surfa
modes due to adsorbates and adsorbate layers on the su

This focused sticking is not a result of the dynamics of t
scattering process, and hence does not depend on deta
the interaction potential. Instead, it occurs at particular co
binations of incident angle and energy for which the angu
spread of the incident beam wave packet is focused in
single quantum transition. This phenomenon should be
servable, since its counterparts in continuum state scatte
have already been experimentally observed.

This work was supported in part by DGICYT~Spain! un-
der Contract No. PB95-0071 and by the Division of Mate
als Research of the NSF and the Division of Basic Ene
Sciences of the DOE.
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